
WICN-FM WORCESTER, MA
QUARTERLY ISSUES
Second Quarter 2019

This listing includes some of the significant issues responded to by WICN(FM),
Worcester, Massachusetts along with the most significant treatment of those
issues for the period April 1st – June 30th, 2019. This listing is by no means
exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or
significance.

Arts

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes artists LISA BARTHELSON and CARRIE CRANE who have co-curated the exhibition PATTERNS 
currently on view at the KRIKORIAN GALLERY at the WORCESTER CENTER FOR CRAFTS till April 27.

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight on Inquiry we welcome LISA CROSSMAN, Curator at the Fitchburg Art Museum and CANDICE BANCHERI, 
Terrana Curatorial Fellow at Fitchburg Art Museum. They will be talking about the new exhibition AT THE Fitchburg Art 
Museum: FIRE AND LIGHT: OTTO PIENE IN GROTON 1983-2014.

Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes ELLEN KEITER, chief curator at the ERIC CARLE MUSEUM. Tonight we will be discussing the 
dynamic new exhibition OUT OF THE BOX: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL COMES OF AGE, on view till MAY 26. This 
show features original art, sketches and storyboards from some of the most original graphic novelists writing and 
drawing today.

Sunday, April 28, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
When we tell our stories, we pass along life lessons and wisdom.  The two women you are about to meet believe that the 
arts provide a unique opportunity to tell stories that matter. Meet Myriam Cyr and Patricia Jamison, two of the four 
founders of Punctuate4Productions, Inc. on Boston's North Shore.  With a mission to educate, entertain and promote the 
arts and culture in every form for all ages, not just in Massachusetts, but beyond, Myriam and Patricia are really enjoying 
this new chapter in their lives.  An accomplished actress who has performed alongside A-listers like Al Pacino, Myriam is 
also a poet laureate and best selling author who has been developing 20 new plays over the last five years.  Now a 
devoted mother whose family comes first, she has made the bold step from actress to director and is loving every single 
minute of it.  Patricia has always loved live performance but is no stranger to acting for TV and film.  She put her passion 
for acting on the back burner to raise her 5 children, and in 2011, returned to her craft with an even greater determination 
to explore being a producer. 

Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight on Inquiry we welcome writer, poet, speaker, and educator KWAME ALEXANDER. He is a New York Times best-
selling author of twenty-eight books, and we will be talking about the illustrated book of his poem THE UNDEFEATED.
Tonight on Inquiry our in-studio guests are: LAURA GARRITY-ARQUITT, registrar at the MUSEUM OF RUSSIAN ICONS; 
and LISA CROSSMAN, curator at the FITCHBURG ART MUSEUM. We will be talking about the exhibition THE SACRED 
IN THE PROFANE a survey of Russian-American artist Konstantin Simun’s work on view now at the Museum of Russian 
Icons until June 30 2019.

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
“You have to joke. The only other option is losing your mind.” Tonight on Inquiry we talk with artist KARL STEVENS. His 
new book, THE WINNER, is a work about the often segregated worlds of fine and graphic art among many other things.



Business

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
Steve D’Agostino interviews Satya Mitra, author of The 5 C’s. They talk about ideas for successful entrepreneurship and 
leadership. This episode aired originally on April 7, 2019.
Satya Mitra, 67, came to the U.S. at age 25 in 1976 with $6 in his pocket - and thankful to those who helped him reach 
this country. He grew up in poverty in India after losing his mother when he was 3 from brain meningitis, and at times was 
homeless. His father, a teacher, started losing his sight at 50, becoming blind at 62.
Now a successful entrepreneur operating The Guru Tax & Financial Services in Worcester with clients around the world, 
Satya, his wife and their two sons are giving back to the community they say has given so much to them. In 2016, the 
family established a charitable foundation — Joyguru Humanitarian Services — with a goal of helping homeless people, 
the blind and visually impaired, and poor students, and empowering women and girls through free self-defense lessons. 
Primarily, the Mitras fund the foundation and hold some fundraising events with a dream of building an international 
humanitarian center in Worcester in the next few years.

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
This week Al is joined by Worcester native, author and former Navy Seal Alden Mills who has worked with individuals and 
fortune 500 companies to enhance performance and develop outstanding leadership skills. His latest book 
UNSTOPPABLE TEAMS describes the four essentials actions of highly successful leaders.

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Ron Charette, executive director of South Worcester 
Neighborhood Center. They talk about preserving and protecting Worcester’s neighborhoods. This interview aired 
originally on February 17, 2019.

Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Jim Manafort Jr., Rob Lewandowski  and Tim Harvey  of 
Manafort Brothers. They talk about 100 years of demolishing and constructing things. This interview aired originally on 
February 24, 2019.

Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
Megan Driscoll was doing just fine as a pharmaceutical sales rep, but she wanted the challenge of starting her own 
business.  So she did.  Fifteen years later, Megan is overseeing a thriving, one of a kind global company called 
Pharmalogics Recruiting, headquartered just outside Boston.  In this episode of The Story Behind Her Success, this 
young, energetic, positive and determined CEO shares her drive to create a work environment where her employees can't 
wait to come back to work every day.  Hear her leadership philosophy and find out how she took the seed of an idea and 
turned it into a reality.  As the 2015 winner of The Stevie Award, this wife, mother, and Entrepreneur of the Year is 
passionate about pay equality, transparency, and #doit4yourdaughters.

Sunday, April 28, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Johanna Lolax, who has a master of public health from 
George Washington University. They talk about Worcester’s Quinsigamond Village cancer cluster. This episode aired 
originally on September 30, 2018.

Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of "The Business Beat," Steve Jones-D'Agostino interviews Jerry Caruso, co-founder of Comics for a Cure. 
They talk about the business of making people laugh for a cause. This episode aired originally on November 18, 2018.

Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
This week Al speaks with Matt Huron,CEO and founder of "Good Chemistry" a new cannabis dispensary opening here in 
Worcester the week of May 1. Here what motivated him to get into the business and what the future of the cannabis 
business holds.

https://www.amazon.com/Cs-Bringing-Uncommon-Success-Entrepreneurs/dp/1544513445
https://www.drsatyamitra.com/main/about
https://joyguru.org/
https://manafort.com/
https://jerrygcarusocomic.webs.com/


Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Julian “Zeus” McClurkin, a forward for the Harlem 
Globetrotters. They talk about playing for the team that changed the world. This episode aired originally on March 24, 
2019.

Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
Meet a woman who's outstanding career has had three chapters:  one in finance/banking, one in real estate development 
and one as an independent director, executive and business builder.   In this candid interview, Roberta Sydney shares her 
belief that relationships in business and in our personal lives are everything.  Now the CEO of Sydney Associates, 
Roberta's rise to the top has often included being the only woman in the room and at the negotiating table.  She is guided 
by a tireless work ethic and a true passion for bringing out the best in every person she works with.  A graduate of 
Wellesley College, Harvard Business School and MIT, Roberta is in a league of her own, and could easily sit on her 
laurels, yet this exceptional woman has made it a priority to help and guide the next generation of women executives. "I 
believe in finding the genius in others and allowing that to shine," says Roberta.  And if you think her life has been easy, 
think again.  This is a story rooted in love of family, responsibility, and determination.

Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve D’Agostino interviews Satya Mitra, author of The 5 C’s. They talk about ideas 
for successful entrepreneurship and leadership. This episode aired originally on April 7, 2019.

Sunday, May 26, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Bill Moore, founder and voluntary president and CEO of 
Project New Hope. They talk about helping veterans rebuild with honor. This episode aired originally on December 3, 
2017.
After attending a weekend retreat in 2010 with Project New Hope of Minnesota and talking with founder Bruce Billington, 
Worcester resident Bill Moore established his own charitable non-profit in 2011 in Worcester, called Project New Hope 
Inc.

Sunday, May 26, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
When Leslie Musser gave birth to her son, Colton, she thought about his soft, newborn skin, and decided she would do 
everything she could to keep that skin away from fabrics that had been treated with pesticides.  That's when she 
discovered how hard affordable, organic children's clothing was to find.    Once a PR and events pro, Leslie had an idea: 
to create her own children's clothing line, made from cotton grown in the United States, without the use of pesticides. 
Enter: KinderCapsule.com: a line of children's organic clothing that grows with your child. At the heart of KinderCapsule is 
a passion to put an end to child sex trafficking by donating a portion of the proceeds from every sale to Operation 
Underground Railroad which rescues innocent children sold into slavery worldwide.

Sunday, June 2, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve D’Agostino interviews Amy Schectman, executive director of Jewish 
Community Housing for the Elderly. They talk about ending senior poverty and homelessness. This episode aired 
originally on March 25, 2018.

Sunday, June 2, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
Flashback 20 years ago, and the confident, accomplished CEO of Xpressman Trucking & Courier in Randolph, 
Massachusetts was a skinny, scared victim of domestic abuse with zero self-esteem.   First, she hit rock bottom and then, 
she lifted herself up and made a plan to take her life back.  Using her parent's laundry room as an office, this exceptional 
woman created a multi-million dollar business in the male-dominated trucking and delivery industry. Featured recently in 
Harper's Bazaar Magazine, Michelle is due to release a book about her life called High Heels in the Laundry Room this 
year.

Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve Jones-D'Agostino interviews Sally Sampson, founder and president 
of ChopChopKids. They talk about inspiring and teaching children and families to cook real food together. This episode 

https://www.harlemglobetrotters.com/
https://www.harlemglobetrotters.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Cs-Bringing-Uncommon-Success-Entrepreneurs/dp/1544513445
https://www.projectnewhopema.org/
http://www.jche.org/
http://www.jche.org/
http://www.chopchopmag.org/


aired originally on August 12, 2018.ChopChopKids is an innovative non-profit organization that believe that cooking and 
eating together as a family is a vital step in resolving the obesity and hunger epidemics. 

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore “The Business Beat,” Steve D’Agostino interviews Jim Manafort Jr. , Rob Lewandowski and Tim 
Harvey of Manafort Brothers. They talk about 100 years of demolishing and constructing things. This interview aired 
originally on February 24, 2019.

Sunday, June 23, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve D’Agostino interviews Rick Lent, a member of the Leadership Team of the 
Massachusetts chapter of Elders Climate Action. They talk about mobilizing elders to address extreme climate change. 
This episode aired originally on February 11, 2018.

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 10:00pm
Business Beat
In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve D’Agostino interviews Martyn Botfield and Ted Fox, co-founders and co-owners 
of Dancing Plover Farms. They talk about the business of sustainable farming. This episode aired originally on April 29, 
2018. 

Culture – Popular, including Music

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes legendary guitarist DENNY LAINE. He was a founding member of two great rock bands: The Moody 
Blues and Paul McCartney and Wings and is now a solo recording artist. He will be appearing on 4/14 at the Bull Run in 
Shirley.

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
John Davidson is the ultimate performer who can do it all.  He is an accomplished actor, singer, songwriter, and 
emcee. You know him from Broadway to hosting “Hollywood Squares” and “That’s Incredible.”  These days John 
is having a ball performing his one-man show throughout the country.

Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
This week Al speaks with author and publisher Peter Guzzardi about his new book; EMERALDS of OZ: Life Lessons from 
Over The Rainbow. The year marks the 80th anniversary of the beloved film "The Wizard of Oz". Guzzardi has found life 
lessons and inspiration from the film and share them with readers.
 
Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Executive Director Jo Frances Meyer and Music Director Christopher Wilkins of the Boston Landmarks Orchestra discuss 
the makeup and planning of a successful season and what makes this particular symphony orchestra so special.

Sunday, April 28, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Roberto Mighty is an award-winning multimedia artist with success in music, filmmaking, video production, photography 
and much more. He teaches at Emerson College and is proud to have been named the first Artist in Residence at the 
historic Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Roberto’s voice as an artist is vibrant and impressive.

Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight on Inquiry, we welcome back Monmouth University teacher KATHERINE J. PARKIN for a lively conversation 
about her book FOOD IS LOVE: ADVERTISING AND GENDER ROLES IN MODERN AMERICA. Through the decades, 
advertisers have marketed food typically emphasizing women’s stereotyped roles as the sole cook and caretaker of the 
kitchen. Tune in and find out how the Green Giant used peas as a tool for romance and Wonder Bread could be used  as 
“date bait.”

https://manafort.com/
http://www.eldersclimateaction.org/
http://www.dancingploverfarms.com/


Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
Meet Lisa Simmons: arts philanthropist, filmmaker and producer.  As the director of the Roxbury International Film 
Festival and the Color of Film Collaborative, she has spent the last 20 years shining a light on stories that must be told 
and often are not.  Every June, she screens films that celebrate people of color across the world and in doing so, Lisa 
supports filmmakers who are creating media that matters. The quality of her work has been acknowledged with many 
awards including the Image Award from Women in Film New England and the Leadership Award from the Urban League 
Guild of Eastern Massachusetts.  In this inspiring interview, we sat down to talk about where Lisa's passion for telling 
stories comes from and discovered...it's in her blood.

Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Meet one of the funniest guys around, standup comic, writer, actor and producer Juston McKinney.
His home is New England. His mission to make the whole country laugh!

Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight, Inquiry talks with writer and food enthusiast TAMAR ADLER about her wonderful new cookbook: SOMETHING 
OLD, SOMETHING NEW: CLASSIC RECIPES REVISED. Tune in and learn about those dishes that were around when 
you were a kid: Clams Casino, Crepes Suzettes, and Waldorf Salad.

Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Dawn Hayes is well known as the long-time on camera spokesperson for the Massachusetts State Lottery.  She drew the 
numbers that made a lot of people very happy. She’s also an accomplished voice over artist and motorcycle enthusiast!

Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Randy Thomas has broken not only the glass ceiling but nearly every studio door when it comes to voice-overs. She is the 
first woman to announce the Oscars, Tony’s, Emmy’s, The Super Bowl, and Entertainment Tonight, not to mention 
dozens of national radio and TV campaigns. She is also an accomplished author and teacher.

Sunday, May 26, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes back musician, songwriter, director, and writer VIV ALBERTINE to talk about her new memoir of her 
family TO THROW AWAY UNOPENED.

It was often total drug fueled anarchy on the set and when the film opened, it was soundly panned by most critics. Yet, 
Caddyshack has become a comedy classic. Today on Inquiry, we look at the crazy background and history of that film 
when we talk with CHRIS NASHAWATY, film critic for Entertainment Weekly, about his new book: CADDYSHACK: THE 
MAKING OF A HOLLYWOOD CINDERELLA STORY.

Sunday, May 26, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
Former Boston Red Sox legend Luis Tiant is a man who has known racial prejudice, loneliness and bountiful success. 
Through it all he has remained down to earth and sympathetic to the needs of others. This week Al is joined by author 
Saul Wisnia  who along with Tiant collaborated on writing the new book; SON of HAVANA , one man's journey to the big 
leagues and back.

Sunday, May 26, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Bill Smith, currently production director at WRKO in Boston, personifies the terms “smooth” and “professional.” He has 
written, produced and voiced hundreds of spots and is a talented musician with one of the coolest home studios around. 
Bill recounts his early days in radio and how the industry has evolved.

Sunday, June 2, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
The 1939 classic film "The Wizard of Oz" left all of us with and indelible belief in ourselves and the ability to muster inner 
strength and wisdom. This week Al is joined by author and storyteller Peter Guzzardi, whose his new book; "Emeralds of 
OZ" once again captures that timeless moment when the magic of film seemed to transcend time and place allowing all of 
us to embark on one’s own journey. 



Sunday, June 2, 2019 – 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Donna Mac is a broadcast pro with a golden voice who is now a leading communications and leadership coach.

Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes back poet and photographer ALEXIS RHONE FANCHER. She will be talking about and reading from 
her new chapbook: JUNKIE WIFE. “No names were changed. No one was innocent.”

Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
"I had no idea who was dead or alive and I can't tell you what that feels like, not knowing, do I even still have a family?" 
These are the terrifying words of Lisa Brodeur, author of the book A Mother's Journey Through Faith, Hope & Courage. 
Twenty years ago, this mom's life was forever changed when a drunk driver crashed into her family's minivan, killing her 
husband, paralyzing her son, breaking her three-year-old daughter's hip so badly she was in a body cast, traumatizing her 
5-year-old daughter to the point where she could not speak and leaving Lisa disabled. You might ask yourself, "so how 
does a family come back from such a huge loss?" That's what Lisa's story is all about: the strength of a mother's love. 

Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Jerry Goodwin is an extremely busy character actor appearing on stage and TV/film roles.  He is also a veteran voice over 
artist and legendary radio personality with stints in Texas and Detroit before coming to Boston and reigning as the famous 
“Duke of Madness” at classic rocker WBCN.

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
Janis Joplin was only 27 when she died of an overdose in 1970 at the height of her career.  People used to say:  "no one 
will ever sound like Janis".  But they were wrong.  Enter Mary Bridget Davies.  Born and raised in Cleveland, Mary wasn't 
even born when Janis was making pop history. Yet, she heard her songs on the radio and played her parent's old 
albums.  Somewhere, very deep down inside, she connected with singing the blues.  In this interview, Mary shares how 
she got to where she is today as an accomplished singer, including the long, hard road to Broadway, where she starred in 
"A Night with Janis", earning a Tony Award Nomination for her incredible performance as Janis Joplin. 

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Fred Frees is the son of voice-over legend Paul Frees, aka Boris Badenov and voice of Disney’s Haunted Mansion, to 
name but a few. Fred in his own right is a brilliant voice artist and teacher with personal insight into his Dad’s amazing 
career in show business.

Sunday, June 23, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
"If you want to be successful, you have to imagine who you want to be and picture it in your mind."  These are words of 
wisdom from Marilynn and Sheila Brass, aka: The Brass Sisters.  As the stars of the PBS show The Food Flirts, these two 
sisters from Winthrop, MA. have collected thousands of recipes, some from their own family and others, written on 
notecards, found in old cookbooks at yard sales.  The cookbook authors believe that recipes tell stories about love, 
tradition and family and that when you prepare a meal for someone, you give them a gift beyond compare. Find out how 
Marilynn (76) and Sheila (80) are making foodie headlines with their famous Crazy Shake. Reinvention is their middle 
name!  Marilyn and Sheila are living proof that "you have to have a dream" in order to achieve it. 

Sunday, June 23, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Grace Kelly is a musical phenom, one of the brightest stars in jazz and beyond!

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Arthur Fellig became one of the most famous news photographers of the Twentieth Century. He roamed the streets of 
New York at night in the 1930s, taking shots of murders, car wrecks, fires, and life in the tenements. He is better known by 
his nickname “Weegee”. Tonight on Inquiry, we talk with CHRISTOPHER BONANOS, writer and city editor for New York 
Magazine, about his gritty new biography: FLASH: THE MAKING OF WEEGEE THE FAMOUS. 

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 11:30pm



On Mic with Jordan Rich
He’s one of the best play-by-play announcers in the game today.  Meet Dave O’Brien, who covers the Red Sox for the 
New England Sports Network.  Enjoy a little “inside baseball” from Dave who is living a childhood dream of covering the 
Sox!

Community

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
This story is perfect to post for Thanksgiving because it is about courage, hope, patriotism and the healing power of love. 
Boston Marathon Bombing survivor Roseann Sdoia is the author of the new book Perfect Strangers which chronicles four 
people whose lives intersected the moment the second bomb went off in front of the Forum Restaurant at the 2013 
Boston Marathon finish line.  Roseann would lose most of her leg that day. She recalls her experience in stunning detail 
including what it was like to lose a limb and her refusal to use a wheelchair.  Make no mistake about it: Roseann's 
recovery was hard work.  You'll hear about the college student who ran to her side to apply a tourniquet to her leg, the 
female police officer who hailed the ambulance, and the big, tall firefighter who lifted her into the ambulance and held her 
hand all the way to Mass General. The bond these perfect strangers created on that terrible day can never be broken. 
Spoiler Alert:  Roseann marries one of them.  Get a box of kleenex for this interview.  You're gonna need it.

 

Environment

Health

Sunday, April 7, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
It's hard to imagine the pain associated with having a blood clot explode in your brain. But that's what happened to Astrid 
Hendren, this week's guest on The Story Behind Her Success.  She was only 32 when she had her stroke and Boston's 
best doctors doubted she could survive.  But they didn't know Astrid!  20 years have passed and this exceptional woman 
is alive and well.  She is the founder of a new non-profit called Cause Fund and despite debilitating headaches every day 
of her life, she is a constant advocate for stroke victims and the author of the book Surviving Lasts A Lifetime. 

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
It's estimated that 1 in 4 children are diagnosed with some form of autism. Moreover, the problem is multifaceted affecting 
not only families and friends but the entire communities across the country. If not recognized early the problem is likely to 
grow affecting how adults live, work and socialize. Is there any hope? Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is 
joined by Mark Claypool CEO and founder of Chancelight Behavioral, Health and Educations Solutions. Claypools 
organization has worked on behalf of individuals and families to address autism and seek the right help in order to ensure 
individuals live a normal, productive life.

Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
The Dimock Center sits high on a hill in Roxbury, Massachusetts. Founded in 1862 as a place of hope, health and 
healing, the mission of Boston's second largest health center continues to this day.  In fact, the Dimock Center is 
considered a national model of excellence, providing comprehensive health and human services to more than 17,000 
men, women and children every year.  In the spotlight, Dr. Myechia Minter-Jordan, the woman at the helm of The Dimock 
Center.   A physician with a medical degree from Brown University and an MBA from Johns Hopkins, this President & 
CEO is a powerful and charismatic leader who was just named #17 on Boston Magazine's Top 100 Most Influential 
People list.  For her daughters, and for women everywhere, Myechia is living proof that obstacles can be leaped over and 
that with hard work and dedication, dreams really do come true.



Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) views vaping and the rise of e-cigarettes among teens as an “epidemic” and has 
expressed concern about a growing path toward addiction. This in turn may cause greater regulation of the industry.  
Similarly, states and municipalities across the country are following suit, introducing flavor bans, excise taxes, and in 
some instances are making possession of e-cigarettes illegal altogether. But what will the impact of this be on public 
health? Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al speaks with Dr. Michael Siegel, of the Boston University school of 
public health. His views add a new dimension to the ongoing controversy.

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 11:00pm
The Story Behind Her Success with Candy O'Terry
This week's success story is about a medical doctor who is specially trained as a breast imaging radiologist.   After years 
of watching patients receive mistaken breast cancer diagnosis that could have been avoided IF the patient had a full, side 
by side medical record of her mammograms, Dr. Kathryn Pearson Peyton created Mammosphere:  a cloud-based 
repository for breast scans. mammosphere.com.  Once a concert violinist, Kathryn thrived in medical school and was 
determined to do what she could in the fight against breast cancer.  Her great-grandmother, her grandmother, her mother, 
her aunts have all heard the words "you have breast cancer" and when Kathryn learned that she had an 85% lifetime risk 
of experiencing the disease herself, she had an elective bilateral mastectomy.  In this compelling interview, Dr. Peyton 
shares how she felt at the moment she raised her hand to take the Hypocratic Oath, her devotion to her family, and her 
passion for providing every woman with the tools she needs to take control of her medical records. 

History

Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes back BRIAN FAGAN, emeritus professor of anthropology, University of California, Santa Barbara. His 
exciting new book is a concise history of archaeology, from the time of tomb robbing to the scientific methods used today: 
A LITTLE HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY.

Sunday, May 12, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
The newly released "Stonewall Reader" depicts the decades old struggle of the LGBTQ movement from documents and 
writings of the early gay leaders. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30  when Al speaks with Jason Bauman, Director of 
Collection Development at the  New York public Library. His efforts contributed to the publishing of the Stonewall Reader 
and it's historical significance.

Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
This week Al is joined by best selling author and historian John Wukovits whose latest book "SOLDIERS of a DIFFERENT 
CLOTH" tells the unknown story of thirty-five chaplains and missionaries who performed extraordinary feats of courage 
during WWII. Many spent time on the front lines helping to comfort soldiers who were wounded or going into battle.

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight Inquiry welcomes BRIAN E. CRIM. He is the John M. Turner Distinguished Chair in the Humanities and an 
associate professor of history at Lynchburg College. His new book delves deep into one of the more disturbing events of 
World War II: when the United States brought 1500 German and Austrian scientists to America to work on our science 
and technology projects. Crim’s book is OUR GERMANS: PROJECT PAPERCLIP AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY 
STATE.

Sunday, June 16, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
In his new book, 1941 The Year Germany Lost the War best selling author and historian Andrew Nagorski argues that 
1941 was a pivotal year marked by missteps made by Germany and it's infamous leader, Adolf Hitler. All of which led to 
Germany's defeat. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by Andrew Nagorski as he describes the fatal 
mistakes that were the early stages of failure for Hitler.

Sunday, June 23, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye



The new book: Running to the Edge reveals the untold story of a determined coach and his motley crew of underdogs 
defied the odds and changed the sport of distance running in America forever. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when 
Al speaks with NY Times Sports Editor, Matthew Futterman about his motivation for writing, Running to the Edge and the 
man at the center of the story, Bob Larsen.

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Inquiry welcomes back emeritus professor of archaeology at University of California, Santa Barbara, BRIAN FAGAN. 
Tonight we continue our discussion about Professor Fagan’s latest book A LITTLE HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY. The 
Twentieth Century saw some astounding discoveries that changed the science of archaeology forever. These included 
discovery of radio carbon dating, the discoveries at Olduvai Gorge, the development of underwater archaeology, and the 
increasing use of remote sensing.

Sunday, June 30, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
This week Al speaks with Vince Houghton, historian and author of the new book; Nuking The Moon. In it he chronicles the 
many intelligence schemes and military plots that were not particularly intelligent. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 
and hear how some of the scatter brain ideas almost came to fruition.

Humanities

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 11:30pm
On Mic with Jordan Rich
Lisa Akoury-Ross is the creative force behind SDP Publishing Solutions, providing professional and effective 
publishing solutions for authors who want their books published and widely available. Listen for expert advice on 
having success with independent publishing!

Sunday, April 28, 2019 - 10:30pm
Public Eye
It is Benjamin Dreyer’s intense love for the English language and his passion for the subject that make his new book 
Dreyer’s English such a most interesting read and one that every user of the English language can lean from. Tune in this 
Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al speaks with Random House Editor and author Ben Dryer.

Sunday, June 2, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight we talk with writer JIM HOLT. He writes about math, science, and philosophy for publications like the New York 
Times and the New Yorker. His new book is a collection of essays about the ideas and lives of some of the great minds of 
math, science, and philosophy: WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GÖDEL: EXCURSIONS TO THE EDGE OF 
THOUGHT
Tonight on Inquiry, we talk with poet and teacher ERIC MORAGO. He will be reading poems from his collection 
FEASTING ON SKY.

Politics

Science & Nature

Sunday, April 14, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight on Inquiry we welcome back E. PAUL ZEHR. He is an award-winning science communicator and the director of 
the Center for Biomedical Research at the University of Victoria. His new book, the third in his superhero trilogy, considers 



whether it will be possible in the near future to create an actual Captain America, an augmented human with the physical 
and mental prowess of the Marvel superhero. Zehr’s new book is CHASING CAPTAIN AMERICA: HOW ADVANCES IN 
SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY WILL PRODUCE A SUPERHUMAN.

Sunday, April 21, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Science writer ADAM BECKER has written a new history of quantum physics unlike any other. It is a book that focuses on 
the dissenting theories and scientists who have been skeptical of the traditional “Copenhagen interpretation”. WHAT IS 
REAL? THE UNFISHED QUEST FOR THE MEANING OF QUANTUM PHYSICS is ultimately a history of how science 
evolves and the role philosophy can play in science. This is one of the best science histories of this year.

Sunday, April 28, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Where in your brain is your consciousness? This is an age old question that has puzzled ancient philosophers and 
contemporary neuroscientists. Tonight, Inquiry talks with MICHAEL S. GAZZANIGA. He is the director of the SAGE 
Center for the Study of the Mind at the University of California. He is also the president of the Cognitive Neuroscience 
Institute. His new book provides some very new ideas on how to think about what consciousness is, how the brain is 
organized, and where your “self” comes from: THE CONSCIOUSNESS INSTINCT: UNRAVELING THE MYSTERY OF 
HOW THE BRAIN MAKES THE MIND.

Inquiry welcomes back anthropologist and animal behaviorist ELIZABETH MARSHALL THOMAS. Her new book is an 
opinionated and chatty recap of the evolution of animal life combined with a wonderful memoir of her time spent with the 
San people, who were sometimes called “bushmen”. Thomas’ book is titled: THE HIDDEN LIFE OF LIFE: A WALK 
THROUGH THE REACHES OF TIME. 

Sunday, May 5, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight on Inquiry we talk with writer and former theoretical physicist ALAN LIGHTMAN. One summer while laying on the 
ground on an island in Maine, he looked at the star-filled sky and had a deep feeling of the Absolute. His new book, 
SEARCHING FOR THE STARS ON A SMALL ISLAND is his meditation on that experience and the relationship of 
science and the spiritual.

Sunday, June 9, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Tonight, Inquiry welcomes DAVID J. LINDEN. He is a professor of neuroscience at The Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine. He has gathered together a “dream team” of his neuroscience colleagues and ask them to write a short 
essay on “what idea about brain function would you like to explain to the world?”. The results are to be found in the new 
book that Linden has edited: THINK TANK: FORTY NEUROSCIENTISTS EXPLORE THE BIOLOGICAL ROOTS OF THE 
HUMAN EXPERIENCE.

Sunday, June 23, 2019 - 9:00pm
Inquiry
Why do we find surprise endings so entertaining? What causes us to feel that zing when the plot in a book or movie turn 
out not as we expected? Tonight on Inquiry we talk with VERA TOBIN, Assistant Professor in the Department of Cognitive 
Sciences at Case Western Reserve University, about her new book ELEMENTS OF SURPRISE: OUR MENTAL LIMITS 
AND THE SATISFACTION OF SURPRISE. Warning! This interview will describe spoilers.
What do scientists actually do? Who gets to be a scientist? Who determines which science stories we get to hear about in 
the news? These are just a few of the important subjects described in THE SECRET LIFE OF SCIENCE: HOW IT 
REALLY WORKS AND WHY IT MATTERS a new book by our guest tonight, JEREMY J. BAUMBERG. He is a professor 
of nanotechnology and photonics in the Cavendish Laboratory at the University of Cambridge.

Technology


